
Setting: St. Croix, United States Virgin
Islands, Caribbean Sea. 



CHAPTER ONE

Three Hats

Driving home from the job that he hated, Karl decided to stop for a
barbequed chicken; then when he got to the cottage, he could grab his
windsurfer and point it straight out to sea, where the world made sense.

Though he had been on the island only a month, he had eaten at
Fitzroy's Hot Spot half a dozen times. He liked the orange-and-white
carnival wagon, and the tables beneath a cluster of coconut palms; but
he especially liked joining the islanders at their roadside oasis. He nod
ded to people he recognized and swapped a casual greeting, though he
had difficulty understanding their Crucian dialect.

As he parked on the shoulder of the road, he smiled at the seem
ingly endless dominoes game at one of the tables. An old man was
slapping down his dominoes with such flair that every piece seemed to
clinch the game with resounding victory. The other players quietly
added their pieces, unimpressed, as the game went on.

Karl walked in his green overalls to the window of the wagon.
"Hello," he called brightly to the proprietor. "Can't seem to get enough
of your chicken."

Fitzroy flashed a smile of recognition. "Ah t'ink yo' ain' never see a
chicken till yo' come to Sain' Croy."

"Oh, we've got chickens up north, but we sure don't have that great
hot sauce you make. What's your secret, red peppers and dynamite?"

Laughing, Fitzroy passed a paper plate out the window to his son, a
shirtless boy with a machete. Karl followed the boy to the side of the
wagon, where chickens were jammed neck to tail on pipes over a pit of
crackling charcoal. Two girls, wearing maroon-and-white school uni
forms and heavy work gloves, stood at opposite ends, cranking handles
welded to the pipes. A radio blasted the bouncing beat of reggae.
Fitzroy's wife, wielding a paint brush, basted the revolving hens with a
thick red sauce. Yelping children darted around the yard in a game of
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tag. With one chop of his machete, the boy split a chicken's back and
dropped the bird onto the paper plate.

"Good work," said Karl with friendly praise.
The boy paid no attention as he shuffled in rubber flip-flops back

to the window.
Karl paid for the chicken, an order of fried potatoes, and a glass of

Crucian mawbee. The first time he had tried the bitter brown brew,
made from local barks and spices, he almost gagged. But each time he
stopped at Fitzroy's for dinner, he stalwartly ordered a glass of mawbee
as part of his initiation to the West Indies. Now, as he sat at a table in
the ragged shadow of a palm, he savored the mysterious drink. Just the
ticket, he thought, for washing away a day of oil fumes.

He bit into the hot juicy breast meat. Soon his lips were burning,
his throat was on fire, his brow was damp with sweat. He gulped the
tannic mawbee, his hand greasy on the glass, and looked forward to
that first plunge into the cool, cleansing Caribbean ... before he
launched on a sunset sail far, far out from land.

He noticed a man at the next table staring at him: a strikingly hand
some Crucian wearing brown-and-green camouflage fatigues. The man
held a rolled newspaper in his hands as he glared at Karl with the eyes
of a cobra ready to spit venom. Hoping to avoid a confrontation, Karl
nervously continued cleaning his chicken carcass to the bones.

From the comer of his eye, he saw the man had spread the newspa
per on a table and was now folding it into a paper hat.

As Karl was finishing a drumstick, the man set the bowl-shaped hat
on his curly black hair. Karl heard scattered chuckles at the tables
around him. Who is this clown? he wondered, increasingly uncomfort
able as the man continued to stare at him.

He chewed the last crispy wing, then walked nonchalantly to the
wagon for a handful of napkins and a refill of mawbee. When he re
turned to his table, the man frowned at him with a silent challenge.
Gray at the temples, the Crucian looked to be in his mid-forties, about
ten years older than Karl: a middle-aged soldier wearing a child's hat.
The man didn't fit together.

As Karl sat down, the Crucian grabbed his hat and set it on Karl's
chair just in time for it to be crushed. "Hey!" the man hollered, loudly
enough for everyone to hear, "Yo' sat on meh hat!"

Karl jumped up. Masking his irritation, he tossed the flattened paper
onto the Crucian's table. "Sorry, pal. Your hat was on my chair."

-------~-~-~-
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The soldier held up a pancake of newsprint for everyone to see; he
stared at it with mock disbelief, then complained dolefully, "Yo' sat on
meh hard hat."

Karl heard scattered laughter. He wondered if he was up against
one kook, or a whole gang. "Look, fella, I'm not interested in your little
joke. Why don't you mind your business, and I'll tend to mine."

Pointing with his middle finger at Karl's jeep, the man announced,
"He got his hard hat."

Karl glanced at his green hard hat on the dashboard. "Yeah? So
what?"

The soldier leaned toward him and drawled, "Maybe Ah ought to
wear one of dem 01' thatch niggah hats, huh?"

Annoyed with the implication that he was a racist, Karl snapped,
"Buster, don't pigeonhole me. You got no idea who you're talking to."

The unpredictable man asked in excellent English, "Do ror do I not
have the right to place my hat on your chair?"

Wary, for this character was evidently far more clever than he let
on, Karl wondered if he shouldn't just get up and leave. But he stood
his ground. "No, I do not believe that one person has the right to place
his hat on another person's chair. Certainly not without asking for per
mission."

The man sat back, astonished. "Ah ain' got the right?" he marveled.
Glancing around a.t the crowd focused on him, he protested, "This
mahn say Ah ain' got the right to put meh hat on his chair!"

The audience was silent; some of the dark faces were dour, others
grinned at the performance. Someone turned down the radio. Cars
whizzed past.

The soldier's rage was genuine as he demanded to know, "Then
what right do you have to build your oil refinery on our island?"

So that's it, thought Karl. This guy hates Petrox and spotted my
green overalls. "Listen, I didn't build that refinery. I just work there."

"During the 1960's, Yankee Doodle destroyed the largest mangrove
lagoon on this island," the cobra's eyes burned with fury, "so he could
build himself an oil refinery. Boy, do you know what that means: man
grove lagoon?"

Karl played along. "It's akind of swamp, isn't it?"
The Crucian's fists clenched on his table. "Acres and acres of man

grove lagoon: fish hatchery, lobster hatchery, bird hatchery, the foun
dation of the fisherman's livelihood on this island. Bulldozed full of
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dirt, so yo' folks could build yo' oil works cheap."
"Sorry, you got the wrong guy. I just started working there a month

ago."
The soldier sucked his teeth with contempt. "Ain' never met a

whigger yet who didn't have his excuse."
Whigger? thought Karl. This guy's a real sicko.
He finished his mawbee and began to stand up; the man grabbed

his arm with a powerful grip and yanked him back down to the chair.
"We ain' done, boy."

Frightened, Karl searched the crowd for a white face; there were
none. Even Fitzroy in the window gazed at him sternly. So Karl tried to
reason with the bully. "If what you say about the mangrove lagoon is
true, then I can see--"

"If?" roared the man, ready to spring from his chair. "If? "
"All right all right," said Karl appeasingly, "I didn't mean it that

way." Does this nut carry a gun? he wondered.
The Crucian suddenly calmed; he folded his hands on his table and

stared deadpan at Karl. "What right ... what right . . . does your Navy
have to park its warships at our pier?"

Karl shook his head, again innocent. "I don't know about any Navy
ships."

The man mimicked a shrug of helpless ignorance. "Sorry, oh awful
sorry, I ain't know nothin' about nothin." Then he pointed a finger of
accusation while his voice hammered, "Yo' paid for them ships. Yo'
paid taxes for every nuclear missile they got docked at Frederiksted
Pier."

"Nuclear?" blinked Karl. "At Frederiksted Pier?" Aw shit. I come a
thousand miles south of Miami to get away from Uncle Sam, and end
up living with nukes for neighbors. "1 haven't been to Frederiksted. The
Navy's got a base there?"

"No base. Just a looooong concrete pier, with a ship tied up now
and then." Holding up two fingers, the soldier stated for all to hear,
"Strategic oil and strategic weapons. What yo' t'ink the Rooskies t'ink
about little 01' St. Croix?"

Karl nodded as the picture became clearer. "So that's two hats the
Yanks have put on your chair."

Cocking his head back, the Crucian narrowed his eyes. "Without
permission."

"Gotcha. Without permission." Karl turned toward the wagon. "Fitz-

----~---~---
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roy, you got a couple of cold beers? This gentleman and I have found a
topic we agree on."

But when Fitzroy appeared with two Heinekens and set one on
each table, Karl's interrogator seemed not to notice. Instead, he pointed
toward the jumble of hills at the northwestern end of the island, tinged
maroon by the late afternoon sun. "The mahogany trees in them hills
been there since God created the earth. Now yo' folks cuttin' them trees
down to build rich man's condos. Tennis courts. Jacooooooozies. Ah
hear the bleed in' hearts up north complain about Brazil cuttin' down its
rainforest. But Ah sure as hell ain' hear no complaints about buzz saws
on St. Croix."

Murmurs of angry agreement surrounded Karl. Hat number three,
he thought. "Doesn't this island have any sort of building code? There
ought to be an environmental protection plan."

"Yesssssss," hissed the cobra. "The besssssst code money can buy.
And money buys ally kind of code it wantsssss."

He would have liked to explain that really the two of them, though
islander and petroleum engineer, were not so very unlike each other;
that most likely if they got to know each other they would find a great
deal of common ground, and might even end up proposing a toast of
friendship ... when the soldier with a sweep of his hand sent his beer
bottle flying. His lips drawn back from his teeth, the Crucian shouted,
"Get offmeh island, whigger!"

Leaving his own bottle untouched, Karl stood; he felt his legs shak
ing. Apparently free to go, he hesitated. He was not going to run with
his tail between his legs. Neither was he going to allow this fanatic to
include him with die American gang who had arrived uninvited and
proceeded to plunder. "Pella, the issue is money, not race. To pick on a
guy like me because I'm white is to waste your arguments. You peo
ple," he gestured toward the sullen audience, "you people have to or
ganize yourselves into a coalition. Chain yourselves to the trees in your
forest. Hire a good lawyer. Take your case to the Supreme Court." He
faced the seated soldier; the man's eyes burned with a hatred beyond
anything Karl in his life had ever encountered. "By picking on a blue
collar worker like me, you accomplish nothing."

He wove through the tables to the jeep. As he pulled min traffic, he
was tempted to toss his hard hat, the helmet that had capped and con
fined his mind for too many years, right out the window.
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Twenty-three miles by six, tapered at its eastern end,
St. Croix points toward the sun rising over the sea.

Some would say it points toward Africa, the Motherland.
Some would even say the island is a part of Africa,

only waiting
to be liberated.

--- ._---------------



CHAPTER TWO

Sea Devil

The trade winds blow across the Caribbean from the east, and so
the sea at the west end of $1. Croix is as smooth as a pond. Villagers
from Frederiksted often stroll to the end of their pier to watch the sun
sets, to catch up on the news, and to savor the tranquil last minutes of
the day.

Riding her motor scooter toward the end of the long concrete pier,
a Crucian nurse squinted at the orange sun hovering straight ahead of
her. She guessed she had half an hour before it set: plenty of time for a
swrm.

Beneath her shirt and jeans, she wore a bathing suit. When a girl
or really, when a tomboy-her brother had taught her to swim from
this pier. Now, as a woman of thirty-two, she still loved to dive from a
piling, to frog-kick down through the clear water, and to pat her hands
on the sand as she called her bubbling name, "Angelique!" Floating
lazily upward, she followed the bubbles as they wobbled toward the
surface. She liked to freshen herself with such a swim before she
worked the night shift at the island's hospital.

She noticed a dozen people gathered along the end of the pier,
shouting with excitement as they pointed down at the water. In the
middle of the crowd stood her twelve-year-old nephew, bracing one
bare foot on the curb while he tugged against something heavy. She
parked her scooter, then hurried to the dock's end and peered over
Chester's shoulder to see what he had caught.

The boy gripped the ends of a rumpled red Coke can with fishing
line spooled around it. She shuddered when she saw what was at the
other end of the line: a stingray flapped its gray wings as it lunged back
and forth, ten feet deep. Sea devil! she thought with loathing. The devil
heselfwith a hook in his mouth. And ain' he mad!

The crowd clamored with advice: "Keep that line tight!"

9
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"Don' let he get into the pilin's!''
"Oh, ain' it a monster!"
The diamond-shaped fish pulled Chester's arms straight, nearly

yanking the boy into the water. Though his eyes widened with fright,
he gripped the Coke can firmly and shifted his feet to better brace him
self. Puffing his cheeks, he struggled to turn the spool. Finally he
tugged the evil creature to the surface, where in a frenzy it slapped the
water with its wings. Its stinger, a black stiletto on top of its snakelike
tail, thrashed wildly in search of a target. Angelique knew that a touch
of that spine would send Chester shrieking in agony to the hospital.

He tried to spool his catch out of the water, but his fingers were too
tired to grip the slipping can. Several spectators reached toward him.
"Give Ah the can. Ah pull he up, mahn!" With stubborn determination,
Chester shook his head; he stared at the sea devil flapping two yards
below his bare toes.

Angelique reached over his shoulders and wrapped her hands
around the ends of the can, interweaving her finger's with her nephew's.
"Ches, don' try to lift him yet. Crouch down while we wind the line as
short as we can. Then we lift him up to the pier."

The boy nodded, though he never took his eyes off his deadly foe.
As the two turned their hands in tandem, he bent his knees to a crouch.
She arched over him; when their fingers nearly touched the curb, she
told him, "Now we lift, slow and steady. Don' get scared and jerk the
line."

Chester protested, "Ah ain' scared."
Straightening their backs, she and Chester hoisted the heavy ray

out of the water. It spun in the air, gray on one side, white on the other,
frantically lashing its tail. Her arms trembled with the strain as she
raised the spool to the limit of Chester's reach: the ray hung with the
bleeding slit of its mouth just above the curb. "Step back," she gasped.
The two shuffled backward, dragging the snout and flat body and whip
ping tail over the curb and onto the pier. As the beast scuffed across the
hot pavement, it slapped its wings like a wet cape.

The crowd stretched into a cautious U around the spectacle. "Stand
back! He a mean one! Ain' it uuuuuglyl"

She let go of the Coke can, then gave Chester's shoulders a proud
squeeze. "Good work, Ches."

He looked up at her for the first time and beamed an exultant smile.
"Tanks, Aunt Angelique."

~---~_.._------
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"But we ain' done yet," she warned. "We got to cut out that stinger.
Ah can borrow yo' knife?"

He set the spool of fishing line on the concrete, then he pulled a
knife from a sheath on his belt and offered her its handle. She knelt
several feet from the ray's snout-a safe distance from the flailing
spine-stretched her arm and pointed the knife at a spot between the
eyes. As her brother had taught her years ago, she jabbed the blade into
the brain and sprang away, leaving the knife planted in the head.

The stingray's wings arched up and quivered with fierce spasms; its
tail whipped berserkly. She grabbed hold of Chester's arm and pulled
him further away from the dying demon. The crowd cheered with bru
tal triumph.

The trembling wings slowly collapsed to the concrete. The tail lay
like a dead snake.

She knelt and wiggled the handle: the ray showed no response. She
pulled out the knife, walked in a wide half-circle, knelt again and
touched the silver blade to the black spine: no reflex. Drawing a red
bandana from her pocket, she wrapped a protective wadding around the
still-venomous weapon, then lifted the stinger at an angle from the tail.
"See how Ah hold it, Ches?"

Watching carefully, he crouched beside her. "Awright."
With a slice of the blade, she cut the stinger free; then she held up

the six-inch spine for everyone to see. "That be one less sea devil in
these waters."

The crowd whooped, applauded and cheered. "Angelique, yo' a
good nurse, but yo' ought to be a surgeon!"

She handed the bundled spine to Chester. "Rinse it well in Clorox
before yo' touch it Then keep it home in a drawer." She added sternly,
"Ain' no toy to be passin' round at school."

"Ah know," he replied, his head cocked to show he was old enough
to take care of something so dangerous. He placed his prize in a rusty
can by the curb, then frowned at several boys watching him. "Ain' no
one to mess with that."

Turning to his aunt, he offered, "Half the meat does be yours."
She longed to hug Chester as a proud mother hugs her son. But she

would not embarrass him in front of so many people. And of course, he
wasn't her son, but Rosemary's. Mindful of her sister's ill-tempered
jealousy, she declined his offer. "Ches, Ah ain' hooked that ray. Ah
only help yo' the last minute or two. Yo' give half this fine fish to yo'
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Grandpa, half to yo' Mama. Yo' show them yo' almost a mahn, able to
bring home a feast!"

Grinning, the boy held out his hand: the two shook with an intricate
sequence of grips, then both made a fist and they touched knuckles,
West Indian style.

Chester slid his foot beneath the stingray and flopped it over. Bits
of gravel stuck to the pale belly. He probed with his fingers inside the
bleeding mouth, found the hook and worked it loose. Then he reached
into a bucket, lifted out a gob of conch guts and fastened the sun
baked, stinking, fly-swarming bait onto his hook. He sat on the curb
and unspooled line from his Coke can as the conch guts sank through
the crystalline water toward the bottom.

The crowd drifted off, jubilantly informing all latecomers, "Hey,
yo' missed the show)"

Wondering if she still had time for a swim, she glanced at the scar
let sun, just touching the horizon. Its reflection stretched toward her
across the sea like a river of fire. But now she noticed something
strange: silhouetted against the red disk of the sun was a black cross.
When her eyes had adjusted to the glare, she recognized the sail and
diving planes of a submarine. As the vessel cruised up the fiery river,
its black cross grew taller against the sun. She sucked her teeth, then
walked to the side of the pier where she knew the American warship
would dock.

A white man strolled past her. His blond hair was trimmed to a
military brush cut; his nose was coated like a clown's with zinc oxide.
She glanced with irritation at the ignorant, arrogant words on his T
shirt,

I SLEPT ON A VIRGIN
(island)

But then she reminded herself not to be so critical. The boyish
faced Yank was no older than her foolish brother had been.

The sailor stood at the end of the pier with his hands on his hips,
facing the submarine. Other men, white, black, Oriental and Latin,
gathered along the last hundred yards of the pier. On liberty, most of
them wore Tvshirts, bathing suits and sneakers. Some were suntanned;
some were red-eyed. All were clean-cut. They chatted and laughed as
they formed a dozen equally-spaced rows perpendicular to the side of
the pier, four men to a row.

-------- ---- --- -------------
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A burly redhead stared at her-s-checking her out-then he called,
"Say Babe, you better move back. You're standing in the middle of our
docking operation." His mirror sunglasses reflected twin blazing suns.

Refusing to retreat, she retorted, "Navy, I learned to swim from this
dock. This does be my dock."

The Yank grinned with amusement. "Whooeee, ain't she tough!"
His smirking companion warned, "Look out, Frankie. That little

kitten'll scratch yer eyes out."
Turning her back to the bully boys, she watched their war machine

as it approached her island. Its bow lifted two smooth waves like curls
of molten lava. Along the deck stood the crew, evenly spaced from
bow to stem; each sailor held a coil of line. Though she had seen many
submarines moored at Frederiksted Pier, she was awed each time by
their unbelievable size. Nearly three hundred feet long, the steel-plated
monster that nosed past her was entirely out of scale to everything else
on St. Croix.

Over their blue uniforms, the crew wore orange lifejackets that
glowed in the late-afternoon sunlight with a reddish radiance: the sail
ors looked to her like thermonuclear bees.

The submarine's sail, a square wall twenty feet high, glided to a
stop in front of her. The diving plane projected like a canopy over an
officer in white, Sweeping his eyes along the pier, he noticed her and
called, "Stand back, please."

She folded her anns and stood her ground.
The man scowled, but apparently chose to ignore her. He faced the

bow and called, "Prepare to cast lines!" Then he turned to the distant
stem and called again, "Prepare to cast lines!"

Each sailor on deck swung a knotted ball at the end of his coiled
line: along the submarine's length, a dozen balls whirled in tight cir
cles.

"Cast lines! It ordered the officer. "Cast lines!"
The balls arched over the thirty-foot gap toward the pier, where the

first sailor in each row caught them and pulled the lines taut. The ropes
were tied to three-inch hawsers coiled along the deck. As the sailors
pulled arm over ann with rhythmic precision, the hawsers uncoiled like
a dozen pythons that slithered through the air from sub to pier. The
sailors grabbed the serpents' heads and necks; the tails remained tightly
wrapped around cleats along the submarine's deck.

Now the sailors pulled in a tug-of-war with the broadside ship.
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Arching their backs against the sub's great bulk, grunting and puffing,
the teams of four moved backward step by laborious step. The stripe of
water between sub and pier gradually narrowed, until the hull crushed
old truck tires chained to the pilings.

The sailors crisscrossed several of the hawsers: working with prac
ticed precision, they lifted some lines and ducked under others to form
a web of triangles. Stepping around her as if she were nothing more
than a lamp pole, they secured their spring lines to cleats bolted in the
concrete.

Facing the bow, the officer called, "Stations report!"
"Station secured!" answered voice after hearty voice.
He turned toward the stern. "Stations report!"
"Station secured!" rang voices all the way to the tail fin.
The officer blew a three-toned whistle; the crew relaxed. Men on

the pier extended an aluminum gangplank from the curb to the deck.
Joking sailors ambled aboard.

A hatch opened; a sailor in blue emerged, blinking at the sunshine.
He knelt on the deck, reached back down the hole and drew out a plank
of wood. Holding it horizontally over his head, he stretched his arms
until he fitted its two hooks through rings on the diving plane. She read
the varnished nameplate,

SSN 664 SEA DEVIL

She turned and looked across the pier at the dead stingray, its belly
speckled with flies. Chester stood with a group of boys who watched
the submarine and its crew with fascination. She glanced at the rusty
can with the spine in it, then she ran her eyes along the submarine's
deck: beneath the sailors' nonchalant feet were hatch covers where the
nuclear spines would emerge when they blasted skyward.

Soviet missiles waited in their silos. Waited with fire stolen from
the sun. Waited for their journey half-way around the world to a target
where, until a few decades ago, islanders had ridden into town on don
keys.

She glared at the officer, busy checking his clipboard while sailors
crossing the gangplank called out their names. She fought to calm her
self, struggled to control the fury borne of her chronic fear that one day
these blithe barbarians would again devastate her family with their un
predictable wars. They had taken her brother; now they threatened her
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entire island.
Resolved to carry out her solitary protest, she walked to her motor

scooter, reached into its luggage basket and took out a stencil and a can
of spray paint. Returning to the spot where she had stood, she unfolded
the stencil; kneeling, she laid it on the concrete. Then she shook the aero
sol can-the little ball inside clunked noisily-and sprayed an image of
a bright orange mushroom cloud, three feet tall. She stenciled the words
beneath it,

YOU ARE STANDING AT
GROUND ZERO

"Excuse me, miss," barked the officer, glowering at her. "You are
defacing U.S. Naval property."

She lifted and folded the stencil; the gathering crowd of sailors and
Crucians could now read her simple message. Then she stood and
asked the officer, her voice loud enough for everyone to hear, "What
right yo' got to make our island a target?"

He replied with strained politeness, "You are trespassing on U.S.
Naval property. I am asking you to please leave the area."

Cupping her hands, she called to the hard-faced sailors on the sub
marine's bow, "The First World War wasn't supposed to happen, but it
did." Facing the stem, she called, "The Second World War wasn't sup
posed to happen, but it did." Turning to the Crucians gathered behind
her, she warned them, "The next war will be the Third World War." To
the officer, she shouted defiantly, "And the Third World doesn't want
it!"

Two sailors stood beside her, clearly waiting for the order to grab
her anus and escort her away. Repressing her urge to spit at them, she
picked up her can of paint, then strode through the crowd to her
scooter. This evening, she would not swim.

As she rode parallel to the long black egg, the last red limb of the
setting sun jiggled in her rearview mirror. Ignoring catcalls from the
sailors, she stared ahead at the green hills above Frederiksted. On the
highest peak stood the Navy's radar antennas: America's eyes keeping
watch over the strategic Caribbean.

Until somebody in this missile-mad world decided to blind them.


